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Abstract: Ultrathin crystalline silicon solar cells are a promising technology roadmap to
achieve more cost effectiveness. However, experimental reports on ultrathin crystalline
silicon cells with thickness less than 20 µm are rare. Here, we experimentally fabricate and
investigate ultrathin monocrystalline silicon solar cells consisting of 16 µm-silicon base
thickness and low-cost front random pyramidal texture with the feature size of 1-2 µm. The
normalized light absorption is calculated to explain the measured external quantum
efficiency. The achieved efficiency is 15.1% for the single-layer passivated textured solar
cell. In addition, via double-layer passivation of Al2O3/SiNx, the efficiency is further
increased to 16.4% for the best textured cell, which significantly improves the absolute
efficiency with Δη = 1.3%.
© 2017 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction
Crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cells are the most important part of photovoltaics (PV) family.
Over the past tens of years, c-Si solar cells have dominated the global PV market with the
share of more than 90% [1]. On the other hand, however, c-Si material alone occupies up to
40% of the module cost and thus it is promising to achieve more cost-effectiveness via the
technology roadmap of ultrathin c-Si solar cells.
Up to now, there are already a great number of reports about optical design and
fabrication in the area of ultrathin c-Si solar cells [2–10]. However, experimental
investigations on the device fabrication and the efficiency of ultrathin c-Si solar cells with
thickness less than 20 µm are rare [11–15]. This is mainly due to that compared with
simulation and optical structural fabrication, it is much more challenging to prepare ultrathin
c-Si solar cells, let alone good cell efficiency achieved.
In this work, we experimentally investigate ultrathin monocrystalline c-Si solar cells
consisting of 16 µm-silicon base thickness. Our ultrathin monocrystalline silicon solar cells
are single-sided front textured, which is based on two reasons: (i) At present, most
experimental reports on ultrathin c-Si solar cells are single-sided front textured, which is
relevant to the current state of the art; (ii) our c-Si is on a steel substrate and thus only frontsided texture is conducted for the present case. For the front texture, one could choose either
nano-scale texture or micron-scale texture. Both of the two options have pros and cons. For
example, for nano-scale surface texture in the form of various geometries, the benefit could
be higher photocurrent because of higher light trapping compared with micron-scale texture.
However, some of nanofabrication methods are expensive like electron beam lithography
(EBL), which is actually not suitable for large-scale application. Some of nanofabrication
methods are not mature for PV industry applications at present. For micro-scale pyramidal
texture via NaOH or KOH solution, the photocurrent is slightly lower than nano-scale texture
in terms of the light absorption enhancement. But, the wet-etching preparation of pyramidal
texture is not only very cheap but also mature for large-scale PV industrial application. In the
present work, we chose pyramidal surface texture via the wet-etching method and the
motivation is towards the PV industry application. In this work, the pyramidal feature size is
in the range of 1-2 µm rather than conventional 3-10 µm. Compared with industrial standard
pyramidal texture in the range of 3-10 µm, the small pyramidal texture in the range of 1-2 µm
can more effectively increase the total path of light propagation in silicon and thereby
improve photocurrent. For thin crystalline silicon less than 20 μm, it is difficult to prepare the
pyramidal texture with the range of 3-10 μm ensuring high yield of solar cells. In contrast,
small pyramidal texture in the range of 1-2 μm is beneficial to ultrathin c-Si solar cell
preparations.
Double-layer passivation offers a unique opportunity to significantly increase the
efficiency. The positive role of double-layer passivation of Al2O3/SiNx has been investigated
in thick c-Si solar cells [16]. However, the reports on the applications of double-layer
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passivation to ultrathin c-Si solar cells with thickness less than 20 µm are rare. Therefore, it is
necessary and significant to investigate the effect of double-layer passivation on the ultrathin
c-Si solar cells. As a result, we not only fabricate ultrathin c-Si solar cells but also investigate
the effect of double-layer passivation of Al2O3/SiNx on photovoltaic performance. To explain
the measured external quantum efficiency (EQE), we calculate the normalized light
absorption as a function of wavelength in the range of 300 to 1100 nm. The achieved
efficiency is 15.1% for the single-layer passivated front textured silicon solar cell. The best
efficiency of 16.4% is achieved for the textured ultrathin c-Si solar cells via front doublelayer passivation, which significantly improves the absolute efficiency with Δη = 1.3%.
2. Solar cell fabrication and characterizations
2.1 Fabrication of solar cells
The present work adopts the architecture of solar cells with passivated emitter and rear cell
(PERC). Here, p-type silicon on the steel substrate is used and the cell consists of typical p-n
diffusion junction. A small-sized pyramidal surface texture with feature size of 1-2 µm is
conducted by home-made wet-etching procedure. Figures 1(a)-1(d) shows a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) image of pyramidal texture surface Fig. 1(a), cross-sectional schematic of
the front textured ultrathin solar cell Fig. 1(b), photo of the solar cell device Fig. 1(c), and
cross-sectional SEM image of the device Fig. 1(d), respectively. For single-layer passivation,
80 nm thick SiNx is deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition. For doublelayer passivation of Al2O3/SiNx, ultrathin Al2O3 layer of 3 nm is prepared via atomic layer
deposition and SiNx thickness is 80 nm, where Al2O3 layer is deposited prior to SiNx thin
film.

Fig. 1. SEM view of front pyramidal texture (a); Schematic of the ultrathin c-Si solar device
(b); Photo of the device (c); and Cross-sectional SEM image of the solar cell (d). The red
dashed line indicates the boundary between silicon and the substrates.

2.2 Characterizations of solar cells
Structural characterizations and photovoltaic performance are conducted. SEM measurements
are conducted to obtain the morphologies of front texture and cross-sectional solar device,
respectively. The EQE of solar cells is characterized by using the QEX10 Solar Cell Quantum
Efficiency/IPCE/Spectral Response Measurement System. The photovoltaic responses of the
solar cells with the area of approximately 1 cm2, as shown in Fig. 1(c), are measured under
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standard test conditions (air-mass 1.5 illumination with a light intensity of 100 mW/cm2 at a
temperature of 25°C). As a result, the three photovoltaic parameters (namely, short-circuit
current density Jsc, open-circuit voltage Voc, and fill factor FF) are measured and thus the cell
efficiency ( η ) are obtained.
3. Results and discussion
Figure 2 shows the measured EQE as a function of wavelength in the range of 300 to 1100
nm, where single-layer passivated planar and front textured ultrathin c-Si solar cells are
shown for the completeness. It is seen in Fig. 2 that the present ultrathin c-Si solar cells show
excellent EQE responses in the wavelength range of 300 to 1100 nm. In addition, it is found
that the EQE response of the textured ultrathin c-Si solar cell shows a significant
enhancement in a broadband range compared with the planar cell. This is obviously due to
front small-sized pyramidal texture, which remarkably increases the total propagation length
or light absorption in silicon. According to the measured photocurrent, the small-sized
pyramidal texture leads to the enhancement of 38.7% compared with the planar cell.
To explain the difference of EQEs between the planar and textured c-Si cells, we calculate
the wavelength-dependent normalized light absorption for the two solar cells. Here, the finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) method is adopted. In the present simulation, the
Lumerical’s FDTD software is used. To calculate the wavelength dependent absorption, we
adopted an SEM of the present small pyramidal texture in our simulation, where the small
mesh size of 1 nm is set. A normally incident plane wave with a wavelength range from 300
to 1100 nm is used for the simulation source. Complex optical constants (n, k) are required to
implement the present simulations, where the complex constants of SiO2, c-Si, and SiNx are
from the literatures [4, 17, 18]. The calculated results are shown in Fig. 3. It is seen in Fig. 3
that compared with the planar cell, the calculated light absorption of the textured silicon cell
shows a significant enhancement in the whole wavelength range of 300 to 1100 nm. The
calculated results are consistent in trend with the measured EQE results. It is normal that the
calculated light absorption is much higher than the measured EQE, which is due to the fact
that the former only includes the light absorption. As shown in Fig. 3, the absorption
simulation of the planar cell shows small absorption oscillation in the longer wavelengths,
which is relevant to the thickness of silicon. Previous simulation showed that the phenomenon
of absorption oscillation is more obvious in thinner planar silicon [5].

Fig. 2. Measured EQE curves of the planar and textured silicon cells in the wavelength range
of 300 to 1100 nm.
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Fig. 3.
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n simulation, where
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Fig. 4.
4 Two-dimension
nal light absorption density distribbution profiles foor the planar andd
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n and the substratee.
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The measured J-V responses of the textured solar cells with single-layer and double-layer
passivation are shown in Fig. 5, respectively. It is found that compared with the single-layer
passivated solar cell, the double-layer passivated cell shows an improved response curve with
higher photocurrent and open-circuit voltage. To present more details, the measured
photovoltaic parameters including Jsc, Voc, FF, and η are listed in Table 1, where the three
solar cells are given. It is found in Table 1 that the Jsc value and the efficiency are 23.5
mA/cm2 and 10.6% for the planar c-Si solar cell with single-layer passivation, respectively.
When the front texture is applied, Jsc is enhanced to 32.6 mA/cm2, which is due to the
increased light absorption via the surface texture. The efficiency is significantly improved to
15.1%. Furthermore, when front double-layer passivation of Al2O3/SiNx is applied, it is found
that the Jsc value is further improved to 34.0 mA/cm2. At the same time, the Voc experiences
an obvious increase with ∆Voc = 29 mV. As a result, the efficiency of 16.4% is obtained for
the double-layer passivated textured cell. Compared with single-layer passivated textured c-Si
cell, the absolute efficiency of Δη = 1.3% is achieved for the textured c-Si cell with doublelayer passivation.
Totally, we have measured ten ultrathin silicon solar cells with double-layer passivation. It
is found that the efficiency improvement is in the range of 0.9% to 1.3% for these solar cells
compared with the cells with single-layer passivation. The best cell shows the efficiency
enhancement of 1.3%. For the planar cells, the efficiency improvement via double-layer
passivation is slightly better than the textured silicon solar cells, which should be due to better
surface quality. In the majority of previous experimental reports about ultrathin crystalline
silicon solar cells, it either adopted nanostructured silicon surface or single-layer surface
passivation. Compared with nanotextured silicon surface via the EBL fabrication [12], the
present wet-etching method for small pyramidal texture is very cheap and easily up-scalable.
In addition, the wet-etching texturing method has adapted to the industrial application. On the
other hand, at present, the reported efficiencies have still big room to the theoretical limit.
Therefore, a variety of approaches should be conducted to make the efficiency progress.
Compared with single-layer passivation, this work demonstrates that double-layer passivation
can significantly improve the efficiency of ultrathin silicon solar cells.

Fig. 5. J-V responses of the textured ultrathin c-Si cells with SiNx passivation and Al2O3/SiNx
passivation, respectively.
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Table 1. Photovoltaic parameters of the planar ultrathin c-Si cell and the textured
ultrathin c-Si with single-layer passivation of SiNx and double-layer passivation of
Al2O3/SiNx.
Devices

J sc (mA / cm 2 )

Voc (mV )

FF (%)

η (%)

Planar cell (SiNx)
Texture cell (SiNx)
Texture cell
(Al2O3/SiNx)

23.5
32.6
34.0

611
608
637

0.740
0.764
0.759

10.6%
15.1%
16.4%

4. Conclusion
In summary, ultrathin c-Si solar cells are a promising pathway to achieve more costeffectiveness. Up to now, but, the experimental investigations about the fabrication and
efficiency of ultrathin c-Si solar cells with thickness less than 20 µm are few due to more
challenges compared with simulation and optical structural fabrication. In addition, the
investigations on the effect of double-layer passivation on PV performance are also rare for
the ultrathin c-Si solar cells less than 20 µm. In this work, we not only fabricate ultrathin
monocrystalline silicon solar cells but also investigate the effect of double-layer passivation
on the photovoltaic performance. The excellent efficiency of 15.1% is achieved for the singlelayer passivated textured c-Si solar cells. Double-layer passivation increases the efficiency
with the result of 16.4%, which is benefited from improvements in both the short-circuit
current density and the open-circuit voltage. As a result, the absolute efficiency increase of Δη
= 1.3% is obtained. It is expected that this work is useful to develop the ultrathin c-Si solar
cells towards higher efficiency and industrial applications.
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